
The Breath

Exercise #6 Joyful Breath

Sit comfortably in the sitting posture (the seven gestures), either on a mat or cushion, or on a

straight chair. Make sure your mouth is slightly open, the tip of the tongue lightly touching the

palate ridge. Relax your throat, belly, and spine. Begin to breathe softly and easily through both

nose and mouth, without paying much attention to the process. This breathing is quite light, yet

energizing. When you feel muscle tension, let the breath touch it gently and loosen it. Bring

words and images to the breath and let it soothe and relax them as well. This soft breathing will

quiet and settle your whole body. Without trying to control the breath too much, let it gradually

become even calmer and softer, until a quality of mellowness develops. As soon as you feel a

sensation-perhaps a feeling of something flowing in your throat and body-accumulate this

feeling, not by trying to add anything to it, but simply allowing it to continue. Feel it more. You

may feel the sensation moving to different parts of your body.
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Once we know how to contact the energy of breath, breathing becomes an infinite source of

vitalizing energies. This gentle breathing links us to a flowing energy or breath' that is itself

inseparable from the subtle mental and physical energies that move through the body. This

energy pattern’ is like a mandala, an originating center or zero point from which energy flows in

all directions. Within this pattern are energy centers' that act as terminals’ for these energies as

they radiate and circulate throughout the body. Among these energy centers are the head

center, the throat center, and the heart center. If we could observe this energy pattern from a

distance, it would look like a spiral with the head center at the top; seen from above, it would

appear as a series of concentric circles with a ring for each of the centers.
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The energy of breath' is particularly associated with the throat center, which both evokes

energy and coordinates nates the energy flow throughout the body. Therefore, it is through the

throat center that we can most easily learn to contact and balance the energy of breath as well

as other subtle energies. The throat center is traditionally pictured as a sixteen-petaled teen-

petaled flower with two blossoms, connected back to back. One eight-petaled blossom is

directly linked to the head center, the other to the heart center. As energies pass through the

throat center they flow outward to these other centers. When the throat center is settled and

calm, the energies flow in a balanced and coordinated way: mental and physical energies

become integrated, and breath’ itself is balanced and purified. Usually, however, the throat

center is agitated, so these energies become `blocked,’ and do not flow properly. It is possible,

however, to breathe in such a way that the throat center becomes calm and functions smoothly.

The way to do this is to breathe slowly and evenly through both nose and mouth, with the

mouth slightly open and the tongue lightly touching the palate. In the beginning this is not very

comfortable, but as energy begins to travel evenly to the head and to the heart centers, the

vitalizing effects of this way of breathing are felt. Then it becomes increasingly easy and pleasant

to continue. As the flow of energies within us becomes balanced, our feelings and sensations

unfold naturally, and we open to deep sensations of fulfillment.
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As the flow of energies throughout our systems is so often imbalanced, we lose touch with our

feelings and sensations. This in itself makes it difficult for us to consistently move toward balance

within ourselves. Our old habits of reaching out for satisfaction, of looking to others to give us

feelings of joy and fulfillment, are hard to break. Yet the more we look outside ourselves for

fulfillment, ment, the more we lose touch with our inner sensations. We lose touch with both our

physical body and our emotional tional body. Once this pattern is in force, it becomes self-

perpetuating. ating. Instead of experiencing directly, fully assimilating our sensations and

integrating them with the feelings of the heart, we get caught up in patterns of thinking about

an experience, labeling it and reporting back to ourselves on its nature. We thus reinforce the

subject, the ‘I,’ the one who does the experiencing, and experience itself becomes an object

frozen into form and meaning. When we are in this state, our feelings are actually secondary

feelings, interpretations of mental images that we then feed back to ourselves. We live in our



heads', subsisting on records of past experience, mental verbalizations unconnected to our true

feelings. A feeling of continuous dissatisfaction arises, a subtle form of anxiety that we feel in the

throat center as a kind of tightness. This tension manifests as the self’ reaching out for

experience. As a result, the flow of energy to the head center increases, and the energy flow to

the heart center lessens.
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